Discover The Island

Brought to you by The Little Island

Your adventure starts by reading each location clue. Use the Map on the back of this handout to help you find Little Island’s Design Treasures (structure, architecture, installations). After your discovery, draw the Treasures in the empty box on the right, or take a photo.

1.) Follow each Location clue to discover the Treasures of Little Island!

2.) Draw and color these Treasures in these blank boxes OR snap a photo!

3.) Start under the South Bridge to discover the Tulip Pots

4.) Draw and color the Tulip Pots in these blank boxes OR snap a photo!

5.) Go towards the Playground to discover the Dedication Plaque

6.) Draw and color the Dedication Plaque in these blank boxes OR snap a photo!

7.) Go towards The Northwest Overlook to discover the Spinning Disk

8.) Draw and color the Spinning Disk in these blank boxes OR snap a photo!

Fun Fact: Little Island’s structure consists of 132 concrete tulip pots. Each pot is unique and was fabricated in upstate New York. Little Island’s structure was designed by architect Thomas Heatherwick.
9.) Take the path towards The Southwest side to discover The Amph

10.) Draw and color the The Amph in these blank boxes OR snap a photo!

11.) Continue towards The Glade to discover the standpipes for the firefighters

12.) Draw and color the standpipes in these blank boxes OR snap a photo!

Fun Fact: Little Island's landscape was designed by Signe Nielson of MNLA landscape.